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Wigan Pier THI: Stage 2 Submission (Draft Final) Oocunent 2 - The Area 

EXTENT OF THE AREA 

2.1 The THI area encompasses the core area of the Wigan Pier Conservation Area. The 

Conservation Area was designated in 1987 in recognition of the historic significance of 

this major concentration of specialised industrial architecture dating from the 18
11 to 

the early 20th Centuries. The features of particular note in this area are associated 

with the evolution of cotton mill architecture. 

2.2 The existing Conservation Area includes: 

• The Leeds-Liverpool Canal from its aqueduct over the River Douglas west to the

Pemberton-Wigan railway bridge;

• The Wigan Pier and Trencherfield Mill complexes;

• Eckersley and Swan Meadow Mills complex;

• the site of Wigan Pier;

• Victoria Mill; and

• the Seven Stars Hotel.

2.3 This section of the submission provides the statement of heritage merit and need for 

the Conservation Area. Following this introduction, the document deals with: 

• the heritage merit of the area;

• a review of the area's current weaknesses and the potential threats to its

remaining heritage assets.

• local social and economic context

Purpose of the document 

2.4 This Document is a tool for development control within the Conservation Area. In 

defining the historic character of the area and the various positive attributes, it 

provides a basis for considering proposed development within the Conservation Area, 

which should always preserve and enhance its character and appearance. 

HERITAGE MERIT 

Introduction 

2.5 The existing Wigan Pier Conservation Area was designated in 1987 and is situated 

around half a mile to the south west of the town centre. The area is centred on the 

Leeds-Liverpool Canal and features an industrial environment of certainly regional, 

and even national importance. The dominant industries that drove the industrial 

development were the export of coal initially and then the manufacture of cotton. The 
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influence of these on the built environment, especially in terms of the architectural 

merit, is of notable importance. 

Wigan: Pre-Canal Profile 

2.6 Wigan was granted its town charter in 1246, from which time the town flourished as a 

trading centre where frequent fairs and markets were held. The physical focus of the 

town centre was where the existing town centre now lies, around 0.75km from the 

Wigan Pier area. The dominant trades at this time were textiles and iron. Coal had 

not yet been exploited, as there were still ready alternatives such as wood and peat. 

Pre-industrial Wigan flourished up until the larger scale operations of the 18th Century 

through small scale coal mining and domestic scale textile manufacture. 

Wigan Pier's Historical Context and Evolution 

2.7e The form and pattern of development at Wigan Pier has been driven by the presence 

of the Leeds-Liverpool Canal since the latter part of the 18
th 

Century. The use of the 

canal for the import, export and transfer of goods has strongly influenced the nature of 

the built fabric associated with these enterprises - including industrial architecture of 

both regional and national importance. The canal itself is therefore an important 

engineering feature and heritage asset. 

Canal Construction and the Coal Industry 

2.8 Prior to the construction of the canal the area formed part of the River Douglas flood 

plain. The River Douglas was canalised by the Douglas Navigation Company and 

eventually opened in 1742 to transfer goods to the west coast via the Ribble estuary. 

Cargoes of coal, stone, limestone, slate, soap and ash were carried along this route, 

highlighting the first stage in Wigan's emergence as an inland port. 

2.9 In 1766 a new trans-Pennine route from Leeds to Liverpool was proposed, to carry 

similar merchandise to that of the Douglas Navigation Company. The primary 

justification for this proposal was to bring the area on a par with the transport of goods 

from Leeds to Kingston upon Hull, via the River Aire. 

2.10 The Leeds and Liverpool Canal Company was formed by an Act of Parliament in 

1770, following the acquisition of the Douglas Navigation Company. The first section 

of the canal to be completed in Lancashire was in 1777 between Wigan and Liverpool. 

This quickly introduced a number of key developments that remain today. One of the 

early buildings remaining from that time is the Grade II Listed terminal warehouse at 

the end of the canal (Number One Wigan Pier). 

2.11 The canal basin was an important part in the expanding Wigan economy. The Pier 

area developed in the twenty-five year period following the completion of the 

Liverpool-Wigan arm of the canal. l n 1822, a pier head was built by Thomas 

Claughton to serve the Stone House Colliery, at Goose Green. Evidence also exists 

that the canal basin was used as early as 1820 as a landing pier for passenger traffic. 
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2.12 The Pier was served by a 3.5 mile wagon road (initially horse drawn) that soon linked 

to other local collieries. Squire Meyrick Bankes eventually took over the colliery, 

wagon road and pier in 1842. He linked the line with a number of Winstanley pits and 

the Pier became known locally as Bankes' Pier. 

2.13 The wagon road route that served these pits crossed Parsons Meadow to the 

immediate south west of the Pier Quarter. Locomotives replaced the horse drawn 

carts in the late 19
th 

century and the route became known as the Winstanley Colliery 

Railway. This route can be identified on historic plans. 

2.14 A characteristic of the Pier was a 'Tippler' construction, which was used to drop coal 

supplies onto large barges below (the 'Coal Drop'). As many as 50,000 tons of coal a 

year were despatched for locations within Britain, Ireland and even to the United 

States of America. 

2.15 Whilst transport along the canal was initially for the export of coal from nearby pits, the 

subsequent growth and development of the area was based largely on the 

development of manufacturing industry centred around the import of cotton from the 

Americas and the use of coal to power the large scale industrial complexes. The 

emergence of the cotton industry has proved the most significant in terms of the built 

development of the Wigan Pier from the mid to late 19
th 

century. The pattern of 

development was characterised by the construction of warehouses and wharves at 

the canalside, to store both imported raw material and finished products, 

manufactured in the nearby mills ready for transport. These were complemented by 

other canalside-related activities such as boat building and repair yards, including, for 

example, the Mayors Boatyard on Swan Meadow Road. 

2.16 The development of prominent and larger mill buildings for the spinning and weaving 

of cotton tended to take place on plots of land set back from the canal. These 

buildings were subsequently increased in size, as the cotton industry developed new 

methods of production and as a response new forms of construction were introduced. 

The primary surviving examples of these complexes are the Eckersley Mills (originally 

known as the Western Mills and once containing more spindles than any other in the 

world) and the Trencherfield Mill complex. 

2.17 The arrival of these mills was accompanied by the development of workers houses in 

the immediate vicinity of the mills. Much of this has now been demolished as part of 

post-war slum clearance, especially to the west of Pottery Terrace and to the north of 

Wallgate - to be replaced by industrial development. 

The Arrival of the Railways 

2.18 An important point in the development of Wigan was the arrival of the railways. An 

ever more competitive and reliable rail freight system began replacing the canal as the 

main means of transport for freight to and from the town. The speed of the railway and 

the volume of goods it could handle made an important contribution to the continued 

growth of the cotton industry 
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2.19 The prominent buildings that survive today are therefore often more commonly 

associated with the 'railway age'. The brick warehouse that is now the Oiwell public 

house (dating from around 1860) also illustrates the influence of railway architecture 

as it is larger than earlier structures designed for the same uses, reflecting the 

competition from the railways. 

2.20 The Winstanley collieries eventually closed in 1927, followed in 1929 by the Worsley 

Mesnes Pit. All that now remains of the original Bankes' Pier (that was also 

dismantled at this time), is a raised section of the canal towpath. The latter part of the 

twentieth century saw more or less the end of the use of the canal for the movement 

of goods and the decline of the cotton industry. 

The Recent Revival of the Area 

2.21 Although small numbers of coal barges were still used the canal in the 1950s from the 

1960s onwards the area has declined albeit with occasional regeneration initiatives. 

This culminated in a series of leisure and educational based activities being promoted 

in the Pier Quarter over the last 20 years or so. 

2.22 Recognition has lately increasingly been given to the Importance of the group of 

canalside and mill buildings that have survived. In 1987 Wigan Pier was granted the 

status of a Conservation Area. This was to safeguard this major collection of 

specialised industrial architecture dating from the late 18
th to early 20th 

centuries. The 

justification is based largely on the evolution of the cotton mill architecture illustrated 

by Victoria Mill (1840), Eckersley Mills (1880s-1890s) and Trencherfield Mill (1907). 

Character Areas 

2.23 For the purposes of this appraisal, four areas have been identified within the 

Conservation Area. These relate closely to the key stages in the evolution of the 

area. 

2.24 The four areas are as follows: 

•e Leeds-Liverpool Canal Corridore

•e Eckersley Mills Complexe

•e Trencherfield Mill and Surroundse

•e Wallgate and Seven Stars Bridgee

Leeds-Liverpool Canal Corridor 

2.25 This narrow corridor running from Seven Stars Bridge to the lock and bridge at Chapel 

Lane, has had a major influence over the local townscape and built character and 

forms the central spine of the Conservation Area. It comprises both sides of the canal. 

Current land use in this area is more mixed than in other zones comprising offices, 

pubs, museums and workspace, alongside some vacant and underused sites. 
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2.26 The corridor included the main canal terminating at the Terminal House and the 

southern arm that was constructed in 1816. 

Architectural Merit 

2.27 A brief description of the buildings of architectural and historic merit is set out below 

and the detailed listing descriptions for all the listed structures within the Conservation 

Area are included in an appendix to this report. 

2.28 The Terminal House, at No. 1 Wigan Pier, is the earliest remaining building in the area 

that represents the initial development of warehousing and wharves adjacent to the 

canal. Dating from 1777, the structure is a Grade II listed building constructed as a 

bulk warehouse. It is built of coursed stone and is barrel vaulted over the canal to 

provide access for barges. It has quite recently been comprehensively refurbished 

and occupied as office accommodation. 

2.29 Another canalside stone built warehouse, now converted to educational uses, is a 3 

storey building dating from 1790. The later warehouses along the canal are brick 

built, including the Orwell public house that dates from about 1860. The larger 

structure reflects the response to competition from the railways. The red brick 

building that currently houses the "Way We Were" Museum was built in the 1890s. 

This building is partly single storey with large cast iron columns along the canal side 

supporting the overhanging roof. The group value of the warehouses is important as 

collectively they demonstrate the main types of canal warehouse developed between 

the 1 nos and 1890s. 

2.30 The other surviving examples of canal related uses in this area include the Grade II 

listed canal cottages, Lock 23 and Pottery Road bridge. Other non-listed buildings of 

historic value are the Mayors boatyard, the British Waterways Depot (and cobbled 

yards) and the Pier Nightclub. 

2.31 Major's Boatyard, on the southern side of the later arm of the canal, was constructed 

in 1880, to maintain the steamboats that the Leeds and Liverpool Canal company 

began operating in face of the competition from the railways. A large canopy 

occupied the northern part of the site under which boats were repaired on fixed 

slipways. 

Eckersley Mills Complex 

2.32 The prominent scale and massing of the mill complex forms a primary townscape 

feature in the area. The Pottery Road corridor is also considered as part of this area. 

Pottery Road is a key, heavily traffic route into the town centre, from the south and 

west. 

Architectural Merit 

2.33 The Eckersley Mill Complex is particularly notable in the evolution of the cotton mill 

architecture as a distinct building type from 1884 to 1900. The original Swan Meadow 
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Mills were erected at the centre of the site in 1823 (where today the modem industrial 

estate is located) and the site has subsequently developed piecemeal around this 

core. By the early 1900s the Eckersley Mill Complex was one of Lancashire's largest 

single site, single company cotton mill complexes. By 1963 a number of the site's 

original mill buildings had been demolished, although some of the smaller features 

have survived through to the present day. 

2.34 The three mills and associated north light weaving sheds backing onto Pottery 

Terrace, the former canteen onto Fourteen Meadows Road and other associated 

office and storage buildings, are all Grade II listed buildings and structures. All of 

these buildings form a single entity and much of their value lies in that, collectively, 

they demonstrate the growing complexity and integration of the processes of spinning 

and weaving. 

2.35 The architectural treatment of the three mills varies little over their period of 

construction - 1884, 1888 and 1900 respectively. Eckersley and Co. Ltd

commissioned Oldham architects Stott and Sons to design each of the mills and the 

Italianate style of Mill No. 1 is perpetuated throughout. The red brick mills with pitched 

slate roofs concealed behind parapets have a comparatively plain architecture 

treatment, that is enlivened by the use of Italianate detailing to key elements of the 

mills such as cornices, engine houses and, in the case of Mill No. 3, the prominent 

water tower. 

2.36 By contrast the three four storey mills provide an excellent example of the evolution of 

building techniques over a relatively short period of time. No. 1 Mill comprises cast 

iron columns supporting brick arches. By the time No. 2 Mill was constructed, steel 

girders are used instead of wrought iron_beams, but_cast iron columns_�lld
"--=

bn·c=ek=e,____ 

arches are still employed. No. 3 Mill used concrete floors in place of brick arches in 

its construction. 

2.37 Of the numerous ancillary buildings within the site complex the most prominent, in 

terms of its position, is the Edwardian office building dating from 1904 on the junction 

of Pottery Road and Swan Meadow Road. 

Trencherfleld MIii and Surrounds 

2.38 Trencherfield Mill is the most prominent building in the area, acting as a landmark 

visible from well beyond the Quarter, including much of the town centre. The Mill itself 

dominates its immediate surroundings which comprise more recent ancillary buildings 

and extensions, the vacant Victoria Hall, Middleton and Wood Funeral Directors and 

significant areas of public realm and car parking. 

Architectural Merit 

2.39 Trencherfield Mill, constructed by Potts, Son and Hennings is the third mill to stand on 

the site, yet the first to be located adjacent to the canal. Completed in 1907 the mill is 

described as being in a 19th Century location, namely close to the canal and without a 
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railway siding at a time when railways were increasingly becoming the dominant 
means of bulk transport. 

2.40 The Mill is connected to the canal by a wharf at the southern end of the building, 
where the loading bays for the transfer of cotton and coal remain. 

2.41 Trencherfield Mill is an iron and steel framed five storey building built as a fireproof 
spinning mill. The building is in a simplified Edwardian Baroque style, clad in red brick 
with buff terracotta details to the upper floors. The tower at the north east comer is an 
important landmark within the wider area, including the approach from the town 
centre. The building complex includes the original engine house at right angles on the 
southern end of the east-side of the building. There are also later additions at the 
northern end of the building. 

2.42 The Victoria Hall, located on the Pottery Road frontage of the site, which is built of 
brick with a pitched roof, gabled to the road. Its configuration suggests that it was 
accessed from Pottery Road and that it functioned separately from the mill site. The 
roadside elevation incorporates the use of decorative brick details. The original roof 
covering has been lost and the building is now disused and in poor condition. 

Wallgate and Seven Stars Bridge 

2.43 This area provides the backdrop to the northern edge of the canal corridor. It 
incorporates Wallgate, one of the key routes into the town centre and the primary 
access into the Wigan Pier Quarter. The space between Wallgate and the canal at 
this point provided a narrow strip for canalside buildings described previously. 191h 

century maps show that land to the north of Wallgate and west of Pennyhurst Street 
was mainly developed as terraced housing. A mill - Britannia Mill -was bounded by 
Pennyhurst Street, Pottery Lane and Miry Lane. Beyond, the large Victoria Mill 
complex (c1840) fronted the eastern side of Miry Lane at its junction with Pottery 
Lane. 

Architectural Merit 

2.44 The buildings that occupy this area now are late 20th century industrial buildings with 
little architectural merit. The exception is the Pennyhurst Mill building, which still 
survives. It is of four storeys with a semi-basement; The semi-basement has 7 bays 
along its longer elevation and 4 on the shorter. Windows have brick arches. A 2-storey 
high passage at the eastern end of the building allowed through-access from the 
Pottery Road entrance to the rear of the building - an area not shown developed in a 
plan of 1893, later to be developed as Mason Street. The building has a pitched roof 
behind parapets. 

2.45 The inclusion within the Conservation Area of this length of Wallgate and the sites that 
line its northern edge, is based on its visual impact as a backdrop to the canal 
corridor. 
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2.46 The area has lost a lot of its former historical character, including a significant layout 

of terraced housing. The dominant land uses in this area are out-of-centre retailing 

and a number of car showrooms and repair garages. The land use and character of 

the land immediately adjacent to the West Coast Mainline, to the north east of the 

study area, is less clearly defined with a mix of industrial and traditional retail 

businesses. There is also some vacancy and under use in this particular area. 

HERITAGE NEED - THE AREA TODAY 

Introduction 

2.47 This part of the appraisal considers the Pier Quarter today by providing an analysis of 

both the positive and negative characteristics of the area, set within the context of the 

architectural and heritage merits outlined earlier. 

2.48 Central to this part of the document is the identification of various elements within the 

Conservation Area that detract from its special character. In some cases however 

these offer opportunities for positive change. Such opportunities include securing 

appropriate new uses for vacant buildings through either the preservation or re

instatement of historic features, and the use of good quality materials. 

2.49 The negative factors and opportunities are considered in relation to the following 

categories: 

• Loss - explains the effect that demolitions have had on the area

• Damage - assesses the implications of insensitive changes to buildings and the

deterioration of buildings

• Intrusion - sets out the impacts of insensitive development

2.50 This section also refers to problems or threats to the area associated with vacancy 

levels, land ownership and tenancy arrangements. 

Leeds-Liverpool Canal Corridor 

Introduction 

2.51 The townscape assets remain dominant characteristics in the heart of the 

Conservation Area, around the hub of the canal junction. The traditional 'Wigan Pier' 

buildings associated with the canal are located on the main arm of the canal with later 

'railway age' mills and buildings alongside the canal's eastern arm. Development 

along the original canal corridor was on shallow portions of land that gave maximum 

frontage to the canal. 

Townscape 

2.52 The townscape quality and character of the canal corridor varies significantly along 

this stretch within the Conservation Area, that extends from Seven Stars Bridge on the 
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western edge of the Conservation Area, to the Lock and Chapel Lane Bridge area at 

the eastern edge. 

2.53 The physical quality and condition of the canalside environment is significantly 

different on the north and south sides of the canal. 

North side of Canal 

2.54 The north bank of the canal, from the 'Way We Were' Museum and extending along 

the former canal towpath in front of Trencherfield Mill and the British Waterways 

Depot, provide a successful series of spaces and routes. This creates a good quality 

pedestrian route and a pleasant canalside environment. 

2.55 The collection of buildings on the north bank of the canal includes the Museum, the 

Orwell Pub and No.1 Wigan Pier (Terminal Warehouse). These buildings create an 

attractive setting around the junction of the canal. All of these buildings contribute to 

the heritage merit to the area, dating from the period when the use of the canal for 

trade and industry first began. The special form and architecture of this small 

collection of structures heightens the sense of local distinctiveness. 

2.56 The recent renovation and re-use of this collection of buildings and the 

comprehensive refurbishment of number one Wigan Pier, means the condition of the 

buildings and adjacent public realm is good. This includes the retention and use of 

traditional paving materials (including stone setts, kerbs and flags), associated 

canalside detailing and pockets of managed green space. 

2.57 Near the Seven Stars Bridge, the landscaped area does provides one of the few open 

amenity spaces immediately adjacent to the canal. Tree and shrub planting provide 

some sense of enclosure and protection from the busy Wallgate road route. Views 

towards Trencherfield Mill and its foreground are also important. 

2.58 The townscape character along the canal's edge is undermined significantly by the 

character of the Pottery Road and Wallgate Road corridors - effectively sandwiching 

this part of the Pier Quarter with high levels of traffic noise and vehicular movement. 

These factors strongly influence the levels of amenity and safety in the pedestrian 

environment. 

2.59 Moving under the listed Pottery Road Bridge, the canalside environment opens out 

significantly. The general setting is dominated by the Trencherfield Mill complex and 

the more modest British Waterways Depot, associated buildings and canalside 

cottages, yet views are also long and continuous. All these structures are traditional in 

character, remain in use and are in a reasonable state of general repair. 

2.60 The public realm around the British Waterways Depot, residential uses and former 

canal towpath largely retains its traditional ground finishes - ranging from stone 

cobbles to larger paved flags. Traditional details are evident including distinctive barge 

mooring features. The use of the route along the canal past the Trencherfield Mill 
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fa<;ade and beyond is made all the more pleasant by the absence of major road traffic 

noise, being placed both below and away from the Pottery Road corridor. 

2.61 Issues of pedestrian safety are important as virtually no barriers to the canal exist and 

there is an absence of street lighting (common throughout the quarter). These factors 

deter from the use of this canalside corridor, especially after dark. 

South side of the Canal 

2.62 A poor quality townscape marks the south side of the canal between the Seven Stars 

Bridge to the Pottery Road Bridge. There are limited access points off Pottery Road 

and it is not an attractive pedestrian environment, as explained below. 

2.63 The towpath is narrow and immediately fronted by canalside buildings including the 

Pier Nightclub, ancillary sheds and the sizeable 'Keep Britain Tidy' building. Although 

in good condition, this structure intrudes into the historic character of the traditional 

Pier hub. The constrained character of this route is also compounded by the fact that 

most of the buildings along this stretch relate to the road and tum their backs on the 

canal. The lack of active openings to the canal corridor, reflects the fact that these 

buildings were constructed to front the Pottery Road corridor. 

2.64 The views along the canal remain largely as they did at the Pier's heyday, extending 

as they do towards No. 1 Wigan Pier, with the, landmark Trencherfield Mill tower 

clearly evident to the rear of the setting. 

2.65 On the stretch of the canal under Pottery Road Bridge and opposite the British 

Waterways Depot and Trencherfield Mill, the canalside environment is poor due to the 

vacancy and declining condition of the Mayors Boatyard building and former yards. 

This stretch of the canalside is made up of a significant portion of open space that has 

been neglected since the disappearance of the boat building/repair yard in the 1950's. 

The absence today of activities for which the space was designed for adds to the lack 

of enclosure. Traditional cobbled materials remain yet are largely overgrown, 

disturbed and interspersed with gravel. 

2.66 Access to the canal improves on this side as the corridor progresses from Lock 23 (a 

listed feature) to the east via the boat repair structure and to the rear of the Wigan 

Investment Centre. 

Winstanley Colliery Railway and Pier Head 

2.67 In the context of the area's development, the railway and pier head 'Tippler' feature 

are major elements that helped drive the subsequent form and character of the Pier 

Quarter's built environment. The cessation of their use and subsequent dismantling in 

1929, quickly saw their presence removed from the area, although the line of the 

railway can still vaguely be identified today. A road, named Meyrick Street replaced 

this route and to serves new terraced housing. 
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Mayors Boatyard and surrounds 

2.68 Since the demise of the activities on this site in the 1950s, the on-site collection of 

buildings have fallen into a state of disrepair, have suffered from gross under

investment and subsequently lie vacant - portraying an image of dereliction and 

decline at the heart of the Pier Quarter. The brick buildings date from the 1880s and 

occupy a potentially attractive canalside location - an opportunity that is being 

threatened by signs of significant deterioration. Primary damage has occurred to the 

slate roofs, boundary walls, windows and doors (many of which have been replaced 

or boarded up). Many of the original architectural features, such as gates and railings, 

have also suffered significant damage. 

BWB Depot and Surrounds 

2.69 Unlike Mayor's Boatyard, this collection of canalside buildings retain much of their 

traditional character, dating mostly as they do from the 1890s. The stone storage 

buildings however date from the sites previous use as a timber yard in the 1790s.

Again, some of the buildings feature intruding factors such as replacement roofing 

materials, although the scale of the impact is not as prominent as many other 

examples witnessed locally. The general setting of the yard has also been altered by 

the introduction of smaller scale modem buildings. The buildings that remain are in a 

generally good condition and are fully occupied. Pockets of damage can however be 

identified, especially throughout the cobbled public realm. 

Pier Nightclub 

2.70 The Pier Nightclub (late 19
th century) and adjacent fonner transport depot are 

canalside structures that are suffering from varying states of disrepair, primarily to 

features such as the roofs and exterior walls. Further under-investment may continue 

to threaten the current fair condition of these buildings. 

Elizabeth House (Keep Britain Tidy Building) 

2.71e Whilst attempt has been made to incorporate modem development into the character 

of the canalside, most of the buildings and spaces in this area are inappropriate. 

Elizabeth House (the Keep Britain Tidy Building) does exhibit positive attributes that 

attempt to mirror the fonn and massing, height and use of materials found in local 

traditional buildings fronting the canal. Prior to the recent development of this building, 

the site featured initially a mill building (Wallgate Mill), followed by terraced housing to 

serve the local industrial enterprises. These residential properties were demolished in 

the slum clearance programme of the 1960s. 

2.72 Traditionally, the canalside environment to the west of Elizabeth House featured little 

development. The earliest development along part of this route included a foundry and 

pottery, although these didn't form a dense and typically linear pattern of development 

related to the canal. Both were subsequently been completely demolished by end of 

the 19th century. Smaller pockets of development including an oil depot then took 
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place. However, this stretch of the canal has never really featured any building of real 

heritage. 

2.73e In that context, the buildings and uses that occupy this stretch of the canal do not 

detract significantly from the sparse and occasional form of the development that 

existed previously. However that said, the buildings that front this portion of Pottery 

Road are poor by and this subsequently undermines the image of the wider area. 

Tourist Information Building 

2.7 4 This significantly sized office building on Swan Meadow Road dates from the second 

half of the 20th century. It has a negative impact on the character of the Conservation 

Area, especially in the context of its immediate canalside environment and the 

buildings located nearby. It detracts primarily from the historic nature of the canalside, 

such as Lock 23 and the Dry Dock feature and it is generally inappropriate in terms of 

scale, design and use of materials. A degree of intrusion is also made into the views 

across and along the length of the canal from the frontage of Trencherfield Mill. 

Eckersley MIiis Complex 

Introduction 

2.75e Because of its considerable site area and the large scale of the buildings, this mill

complex dominates the study area. The status of the mills is however undermined by 

the poor condition of the most prominent buildings, portions of underused land and the 

impact on the townscape setting that modem industrial development has had. 

Townscape 

2.76e Unlike Trencherfield Mill, the built complex is set well back from the Leeds-Liverpool 

Canal and is on a sizeable plot of land. Linear in character, the mill buildings form an 

'L' shape to the west and south of the site. The central area defined by the mill 

buildings includes a combination of surface car parking, neglected greenspace and 

land to service the businesses within the Swan Meadow Industrial Estate - all these 

spaces detract considerably from the setting of Eckersley Mills. 

2.77 The Swan Meadow Industrial Estate (a late 20th Century development) is the major 

modem intrusion into the complex and is a primary factor that contributes to the poor 

environmental quality of the overall site. 

2.78 The open space between the Swan Meadow Industrial Estate and Eckersley Mills 

includes service areas and a central parking area. Once within the central parking 

area, the elevations to Mill No. 1 and Mill No. 3 to the south dominate local views. The 

industrial estate itself tends to obscure the views of Mill No. 2 

2.79 The lack of any wider views of the complex throughout the quarter and the relatively 

low rise appearance of the annexe building along the Pottery Road corridor, ensure 
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that the full scale and presence of the complex is difficult to appreciate beyond Swan

Meadow Road and the central parking area. 

2.80 Four other prominent landmarks exist in the Eckersley complex, including three 

chimneystacks associated with each mill. The tower feature at the front of Mill No. 3 is 

perhaps the most striking landmark feature influencing the wider area. 

2.81 Few areas of traditional surface materials remain, as much of the site has been 

tarmaced. Public access to the complex is restricted and there is little order and 

legibility to the site, as it lacks any clearly defined pedestrian routes, landscaping, 

signage or street lighting. 

2.82 Swan Meadow Road provides the primary vehicle access to the complex. The main 

gateway is poorly defined and maintained, offering no real sense of arrival to visitors 

and users of the complex. This route is weighted in favour of motor vehicles, and 

whilst it does not carry the traffic volumes of Pottery Road and Wallgate, it does 

create a conflict with pedestrian use due to the narrow nature of the pavements 

provided, and the poorly maintained quality of the street environment. 

2.83 Pottery Terrace to the east and 14 Meadows Lane to the south defines a clear 

boundary for the Conservation Area. Access to the small businesses in the North 

Light weaving sheds is made off Pottery Terrace. The hard-edged red brick rear wall 

of the Eckersley Mills and associated buildings creates a stark boundary. Onto both 

roads the views of the rear of Mills 2 and 3 are clear and impressive. However the 

levels of use on this route are not encouraged due to the poor quality environment 

and image of the area. The relative enclosure to the Eckersley Mill side of the road, is 

contrasted by the open expanse of Parson's Meadow to the east and south. 

2.84 Along the Pottery Road corridor the built character becomes more intimate with 

development closely fronting the road. Narrow pavements combined with high levels 

of traffic to create an unsafe route for pedestrians. Views onto the canal corridor to 

the north are available and as Pottery Road rises to cross the canal, there are 

impressive views of Trencherfield Mill and the later developed arm of the Leeds

Liverpool canal. 

2.85 The quality of the pedestrian experience in this area is almost wholly negated by 

traffic. Beyond the Eckersley Mill complex and the more recent Tidy Britain building, 

the Pottery Road corridor again opens out and loses its definition. Again development 

in this area, typified by a number of car showrooms, garages and the First Bus Depot, 

is set back and disjointed. 
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Core Elements of Loss, Damage and Intrusion 

Eckersley Mill No. 1 

2.86 On this prominent structure, all the red facing brickwork is suffering from a serious 

lack of maintenance, resulting in many parts of the external brickwork becoming 

loose. There are signs of water having entered the building in a number of places and 

the roof displays signs of short-term maintenance practice. Of greatest concern is the 

condition of the parapet, as it is some 1.5 metres high. It is out of alignment in many 

areas due to structural instability and is badly in need of repair. Most of the windows 

are in a poor condition, resulting in many of them being boarded up, although the 

owners of the complex have recently undertaken a programme of replacement of 

these features. 

2.87 Internally, the condition of Mill Number One varies between floors to reflect the 

differing types of use that occur. The Health and Fitness Centre on the third floor of 

the building, gives a hint at the potential that the redundant spaces of the mill could 

offer. A significant level of vacant space however highlights the opposite extreme 

within the building, such as the upper floor - this is generally derelict in character. In 

these areas neither the floors nor ceilings are in a good state of repair and 

rudimentary provisions such as toilets and fire escapes are absent. 

Eckersley Mill No. 2 

2.88 The impact of long-term under-investment in the Eckersley Mill complex is most 

strikingly portrayed at Mill No. 2, as its condition has declined to a state worse than 

that of Mill No. 1. The damage and intrusion to architecturally important features to the 

rear of this building most prominently portrays this. Local market conditions have 

meant that both tenants and owners have been unable to sufficiently maintain the 

condition of vacant space, as well as the external fabric. As a consequence many 

windows have been boarded up. Where they haven't been boarded up, there is 

evidence of water penetration to the interior of the building. This is compounded by 

further damage to the roof. 

2.89 To the rear of the Mill is a Venetian style former engine house. This structure is in the 

most pressing need of attention in terms of its condition, yet it is also considered 

highly important due to its impact on the character of the Conservation Area - it is one 

of its most striking and important features architecturally in the area. Intrusion and 

damage occur in instances where the four decorated arch headed windows on each 

side wall to this structure have been bricked up for example. Perhaps the structure's 

finest feature, a large arched window with a decorated cast iron pillar to the centre has 

also been boarded up in part. The absence of a roof to the structure compounds the 

sense of dereliction for this feature and the complex as a whole and subsequently it is 

left at the mercy of the elements - left unattended, it will continue in this spiral of 

decline, representing a fundamental threat to its future. 
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2.90 Intruding also on the setting of this mill building is a steel barrel roofed shed which is 

used as a basic storage facility. Its recent vintage detracts from the original industrial 

heritage of the Eckersley Mill complex. 

Eckersley Mill No. 3 

2.91 The general condition of this building is similar to that of Mill No. 2, although there are 

no clear indications of structural failure. Again a fine venetian styled engine house 

structure exists to the rear of the main building, although of a greater size and 

grandeur. This feature has again suffered intrusions to its prominent architectural 

features, including the bricking up of windows, yet the presence of a roof ensures a 

greater degree of structural stability and general condition. 

Eckersley MIii Anclllary Buildings 

2.92 The office building to Eckersley Mill is one of the more prominent buildings lying as it 

does at the heart of the Conservation Area at the junction of Pottery Road and Swan

Meadow Road. 

2.93 The building dates from 1904 and exhibits features of a high architectural merit, 

including the terracotta parapet. The external brick work is in a similar condition to that 

of Mill No.1, where the results of a lack of maintenance and investment in the 

structure is evident. Recent roof repair works should however arrest the worst water 

ingress problems. The original portion of the building has a roof in a fair condition, 

whilst the original softwood windows are in need of attention on both floors. 

2.94 The original weaving sheds fronting Pottery Terrace retain many of their original 

architectural features and detailing, such as large lifting hooks and decorative cast 

iron columns. The majority of the roof area (constructed of timber roof trusses 

originally) has largely been replaced with a modem steel frame structure, representing 

a nominal intrusion to the structures character. The continued use of the building has 

ensured a reasonable condition and state of repair for these important structures. 

Swan Meadow MIiis & Swan Meadow Industrial Estate 

2.95 Swan Meadow Mills were the first mills in Wigan Pier, completed in 1823 by James 

Eckersley and Sons Limited. The Mills were associated with the early cotton industry. 

2.96 By 1963 the original mill buildings had been demolished, although some elements of 

the smaller buildings remain as part of the modem industrial estate. These are 

primarily on the frontage that faces Mill No. 1 and subsequently this offers a degree of 

potential for the route through to Mills 2 and 3, as it retains a strong degree of its 

traditional character. 

2.97 Swan Meadow Mills were replaced by the development of the Swan Meadow 

Industrial Estate. The estate has been designed for modem light industrial use. The 

inappropriate style, form and massing is the major intrusion into the setting of the 

Eckersley Mill complex. Perhaps the biggest factor of intrusion is the scale of the 
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replacement structures, which bear no resemblance to the original Swan Meadow 

Mills. 

Trencherfleld MIii and Surrounds 

Introduction 

2.98 Trencherfield Mill is the most prominent building in the area. It acts as a major 

landmark for the wider area, including the town centre. The Mill itself dominates its 

immediate surroundings that comprise more recent ancillary buildings and extensions, 

the vacant Victoria Hall, Middleton and Wood Funeral Directors and significant areas 

of public realm and car parking. The Mill generates a significant amount of activity 

housing as it does the Robert Opie exhibition Museum of Memories. 

2.99 The location of the Mill building illustrates the benefits that the canal once gave for the 

loading and unloading of goods and produce, with immediate access to one of the 

best transportation systems in the country at that time. The Mill featured its own 

loading dock and capitalised on the canal water to cool the engines. Today 

Trencherfield Mill continues to provide a positive backdrop to the canal. 

Townscape 

2.100 The townscape character of the Trencherfield Mill area can be usefully considered in 

three distinct elements: 

•e Pedestrian routes into the attraction off Pottery Road, as well as service vehiclee

access.e

•e The semi-enclosed space at the front elevation and main entrance to the Mill;e

•e The landscaped and parking adjacent to the primary vehicle access at thee

entrance to the Mill at the Pier.e

Entrance off Pottery Road 

2.101 The entrance to Trencherfield Mill off Pottery Road is narrow and framed by the 

derelict Victoria Hall and the modem Middleton and Wood building. These structures 

combined with the entrances current role as Courtauld's service access combined to 

create a poor pedestrian experience. As a consequence of Courtauld's occupancy of 

the Mill, the character of the forecourt area is one of a contemporary service area, 

accentuated by the office extension to the Mill complex. 

Entrance to Trencherfield Mill 

2.102 The animated frontage to Trencherfield Mill creates a number of interesting features to 

inform the visitor and spark interest of the attraction that is to be found inside. The 

treatment of the space, both through public art and street furniture features within the 

space, add to the quality of the enclosure. However the impact of this space is 

significantly reduced by a lack of approach, particularly from Pottery Road. A degree
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of enclosure is provided by the Pantry building and the original engine house feature 

of the Mill, although the overall quality of this space is questionable. 

Area around the Entrance to the MIii at the Pier 

2.103 The area of recent landscaping performs well in integrating the parking area into the 

wider setting and the approach to the lock and dry dock. The dominant elevations of 

the building at the Mill at the Pier's entrance, create a distinct space. This is however 

undermined considerably by the use of sizeable planters that reflect the landscaping 

scheme undertaken in the car park. The poor condition of the southern elevation to 

Trencherfield Mill also detracts from the general appearance of the local environment, 

and the quality of the views into this area. 

2.104 This side of the Mill features the primary pedestrian route from the building to the 

Leeds-Liverpool Canal corridor past a former loading bay - now acting as a 'barge

stop' for pleasure tours. 

Core Elements of Loss, Damage and Intrusion 

Trencherfield Mill 

2.105 The Mill appears to be in generally a good structural condition and its architectural 

details are still largely intact. However, significant damage due to shortfalls in 

maintenance in recent years does introduce the need to undertake external repairs 

and maintenance to the shell. Survey has indicated that around 60% of the large 

softwood window frames require replacement. The soft wood windows are gradually 

being replaced as they decay, with some appearing in a visibly worse condition than 

others. This should be complemented by the partial re-pointing of around 30% of the 

brick shell, including damage done to some of the fine decorative terracotta detailing 

and cladding. 

2.106 The roof has been recently refurbished with a membrane-coated finish to address the 

water penetration that the building suffered prior to the work. There is evidence of this 

damage, although none of it appears to have been structurlly significant. The Mill is 

protected by a fire sprinkler system which is fed from a large metal tank within the 

enclosure of the Mill's tower. The condition of this area appears poor with signs of 

water ingress obvious. 

Previous Trencherfield Development 

2.107 Trencherfield Mill is the third such mill structure to stand on this site. The earlier two 

Mills were set back from the canalside on the area today occupied by the car park to 

the complex. The first Trencherfield Mill was constructed in 1820 and can be 

identified on the 1845-46 historic map. This first Mill represented a step forward in the 

design of cotton mills in Wigan as it moved towards larger buildings. Only Eckersley 

Mill, Swan Meadow Mills and Taylor's Victoria Mills off Wallgate were comparable in 

size to this structure. 
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2.108 The second mill was built alongside the first in 1851-52 and represented a 

breakthrough in the use of fireproof materials, including iron beams and pillars. This 

structure also featured the addition of an extension, that was to be used as a weaving 

shed in 1853. This featured a unique roof, which was constructed in the northlight 

style to provide a maximum amount of natural light to the activities within the 

structure. 

2.109 The floorplates of these Mill buildings that collectively became known as 

'Trencherfield Mills' co-existed in part with the contemporary Mill up until the first half 

of the 20th century. After that the other mill structures were gradually eroded until their 

presence was completely removed. 

Office Annex and Loading Bay 

2.110 Both these parts of Trencherfield Mill have acted as later additions to the original Mill 

structure and were probably constructed at least a decade or so later. They are simple 

functional buildings without any of the Terracotta decoration that distinguishes the 

main structure and which contributed to its Grade II listing. They are separate from the 

main floor plates of the principal block and detract slightly from the character of the 

original structure. The additions do not create a major detrimental impact to the area, 

yet they offer little in terms of traditional features of heritage merit 

Victoria Hall 

2.111 An analysis of historic plans suggests this red-brick building was constructed in the 

late 19th 
/ early 20th century. Whilst the fat;:ade of the building onto Pottery Road 

displays a decorative gable and finer architectural detailing, the overall condition of 

this building is poor. This can be attributed to the relatively long-term vacancy of the 

building, resulting in much of the brick structure failing in many places. The intruding 

asbestolux roof is compounded further by it being no longer intact. In Victoria Hall is 

perhaps the most derelict structure within the Pier Quarter, which undermines 

considerably any of the assets of heritage merit that the building ever displayed.

2.112 A number of smaller shed-type structures dating from the same period co-existed 

adjacent to the Victoria Hall, until they became ruined and subsequently removed 

from the site in the 1960s. This area is now occupied by tarmaced car parking spaces 

to serve the occupiers of Trencherfield Mill. 

Pantry Building 

2.113 Standing opposite the main body of Trencherfield Mill is a brick built catering building 

that dates from the mid 20th 
century. The building accommodates the 'Pantry at the 

Pier'. It is not of the same quality as the Mill structure and offers no real value in terms 

of heritage merit to the setting and enclosure of Trencherfield Mill. Use of intrusive 

and inappropriate materials, such as fibrous cement roof (probably asbestolux) further 

detract from the contribution this structure makes to the area. 
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T e Mayors Boatyar • traditional cobbles rem■ n yat the site 
now represents neglect and dereliction at the heart of Wigan Pier 

An all too common site of disrepair and damage, 
making the structures susc■ptible to the elements 

The canal along this stretch 
Is a largely unrealised asset 

A fine Interior feature as shown earlier, yet 
unfortunately suffering from a lack of maintenance and care 

The Swan Meadow Industrial Estate • rapresentlng more recent, 
utilitarian style development within the Eckersley Mill complex 

The Estate however cominues to be attractive to 
local busl nesses 

This vacant floor represents over 2,000 square 
metres of unrealised space and opportunity 

The condition of spaces and ancillary buildings 
around the Eckersley ltills are also deteriorating 

With out action, the collective features shown here 
may soon be lost forever 

Win ows ave en nc •UP rather 
than appropriatlay maintained or replaced 

Figure 6 

Factors of Heritage Need 

II 
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Middleton and Wood 

2.114 The Middleton and Wood site to the north east of the Conservation Area, operates as 

a funeral directors and dates from the 1960s. Whilst in a good condition, the relatively 

modem brick and cladded structure offers no real architectural or townscape merit, 

especially in the context of the surrounding historic buildings. This building replaced 

around twenty terraced properties and a street pattern that was bounded by the 

surviving Bridgewater Street and the now developed Egerton Street. 

Wallgate and Seven Stars Bridge 

2.115 This area has seen a great degree of change to its urban grain concerning primarily 

its street pattern, which until relatively recently had remained intact. Today this section 

of the Conservation Area features a significant degree of inappropriate infill 

development (associated with modem light industrial units), permeating amongst the 

traditional structures that remain, including most noticeably Victoria Mills (c1840) and 

Pennyhurst Mill for example. 

2.116 Perhaps most noticeable has been the major loss of a significant volume of terraced 

housing and the associated street layout within this portion of the Conservation Area. 

To serve the expanding local cotton industry in Wigan Pier, a number of residential 

blocks had emerged by the end of the 19
th 

century that fronted onto Wallgate. By 

1908, these had largely been completed in terms of this character area. The streets 

developed at right angles to Wallgate and included: 

•e Wilcock Streete

•e Sharp Streete

•e Tickle Streete

•e Herbert Streete

2.117 The main parallel route to Wallgate through this character area was, and remains, 

Pennyhurst Street, which was served from Wallgate by the diagonal feeder route of 

Dobbs Fold (today renamed as Haig Street). 

2.118 All these routes remained until the slum clearance programme of the 1960s, when the 

traditional street pattern became disjointed. This resulted in the removal of virtually all 

of the residential accommodation and with it, the loss of two of the right angled streets 

leading from Wallgate. These were Sharp Street and Tickle Street. Today most of the 

Wallgate character area is dominated by surface car parking that has replaced the 

traditional layout of the streets. Remnants of the traditional street pattern include Haig 

Street, Herbert Street, Pennyhurst Street and Wilcock Street. The development and 

urban grain of this character area today is somewhat disjointed and in itself of limited 

heritage value. 
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ECONOMIC NEED 

Ward Level Statistical Indicators 

2.119 The Wigan Pier Quarter THI bid area is located within the Newtown ward in the 

Metropolitan Borough of Wigan. Key indicators of socio-economic deprivation within 

the Newtown Ward are summarised below, beginning with a consideration of recent 

local unemployment levels in the context of the borough, the region and national 

averages. 

Local Unemployment 

Newtown Ward Wigan Borough North West England Great Britain 

6% 3.7% 4.5% 3.6% 

• Unemployment figures (%) (from Office of National Statistics/Greater Manchester Research - Ward

Estbnates)

2.120 Local unemployment levels within the Newtown Ward are currently significantly above 

all comparable levels, indicating the extent of local economic deprivation amongst the 

population. Adjacent Wards such as Norley also have unemployment problems, with 

unemployment rates at 7.4%. 

2.121 A number of findings from 1991 census data indicate the extent of subsequent social 

deprivation locally. All three criteria taken for the Newtown Ward and therefore that 

apply to the Pier Quarter area, are again significantly higher than comparable figures 

at the local, regional and national scales. 

Long Term Illness(% of all aged 16- 64) 

Newtown Ward Wigan/Bolton North West England Great Britain 

18.3% 12.3% 11.2% 6.93% 

From 1991 census 

Uving in household without a car 

Newtown Ward Wigan Borough North West England Great Britain 

48.2% 35.0% 37.9% 33.4% 

From 1991 census 
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Children 0-15 living with one parent (%) 

Newtown Ward Wigan North West National (GB) 

44.9% 7.7% 10.1% 8.1% 

from 1991 census 

Indices of Multiple Deprivation 

2.122 More up to date information from the 'Indices of Multiple Deprivation (MID) 2000' can 

be used to compare the Newtown Ward and adjacent Wards of Norley and Worsley 

Mesnes against the 8,414 Wards nationally, across a range of domains that include: 

• Overall Index of Deprivation Score

• Income index

• Employment index

• Health index

• Education Index

• Housing Index

• Accessibility index

• Child Poverty Index

2.123 The scores for the local area of the Wigan Metropolitan Borough are as follows: 

MID Rank 

Overall 

Income 

Employment 

Health 

Education 

Housing 

Child Poverty 

498 

740 

339 

194 

1,323 

1,873 

950 

... 

172 

257 

126 

95 

608 

1,388 

285 

r: 

1,890 

959 

528 

2,821 

3,455 

2,203 
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2.124 In the context of the majority of IMD indicators above, Newtown frequently scores 
within the worst 10% of wards nationally. The adjacent wards of Norley and Worsley 
Mesnes indicate the extent of local socio-economic deprivation, with Norley scoring 
particularly badly - many of the !MD indicators in this case place the ward within the 
worst 5% of wards nationally. 

2.125 The social and economic conditions of the area are also summarised within the 'One 
Stop for Regeneration' Bid from the SRB 6 partnership as having 'identifiable 

problems of deprivation with significant problems within local communities'. These 
target communities include both Norley and Worsley Mesnes, the latter of which is 
only approximately 1 km mile from Wigan Pier Quarter area. The main objective of the 
SRB programme is to tackle the issues of the deprivation highlighted above, 
especially those which contribute to the local population becoming socially excluded. 

2.126 Despite the proximity of Wigan town centre, the industrial buildings within the Wigan 
Pier area have not benefited from private investment as a 'spin off from significant 
town centre investments or the development of the Wigan Pier tourist attraction. The
target mill buildings currently only attract low rents associated with the general low 
value uses within them, such as storage (less than £1 per square foot in some cases). 
These rental incomes cannot financially support the major repairs, which are required 
to these historic buildings. 

2.127 The cycle of disrepair and under-investment is compounded by the resulting poor 
visual appearance of a number of the key target buildings within the Pie·r Quarter 
area, which detracts from the wider image of the Quarter and acts as a barrier to 
private investment 

2.128 In summary, the general area is characterised by many features which are often 
associated with high unemployment, social and economic deprivation. These include 
fear of crime and insecurity, lack of basic amenities and services, old industrial 
premises in need of refurbishment, poor housing conditions and low demand for many 
properties. This negative multiplier effect places the Pier Quarter and surrounding 
areas at risk from a cycle of decline that may develop further unless opportunity for 
investment and employment can be enabled. 
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